The Courageous Curriculum
Year Group:

One

Theme:

Stewardship- God’s good earth

Theological
UNderpinning

Genesis 1 26-31
28: Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky and over every living creature that moves on the ground.

Central Idea:

Looking after our earth.The beauty of the earth is celebrated in many religions, but the human spoiling of the earth is a danger and a coming crisis. In this theme, learners are invited to explore ideas and beliefs about the natural world, human responsibility for

the earth and ways of praying about climate justice

Core texts:

Somebody swallowed stanley.
Dear green peace.
I am the seed that grew.

English Outcomes (genre etc):

Lines of Enquiry
(National
Curriculum/Agreed
Syllabus links)

Science- plants, animals.
Why do we need to look after earth? What is happening/changing to our earth?
-geography - geographical inquiry
-SCIENCE- HABITATS, animals and plants
-Art-2d and 3D

Sticky Knowledge:

Enrichment Opportunities/
Inspiring Challenge

Anticipated Project Outputs/
Inspiring Challenge

Trip to exmoor zoo

Gallery day in the hall- present art

NC subjects/coverage/content to be taught discretely
Science
RE
PSHE
PE
English
geography

Link to SDG
Sustainable development goals● Climate action
● Life below water
● Life on land
KNOWLEDGE HARVEST
● Who lives in the arctic?

What knowledge and skills will be needed?

Oracy, recording, researching,
classifying, comparing.

What impact has this had on me?

Why is the arctic important to us
and other animals?
What is happening to the arctic and
WHat is it like in the arctic? Types of
why?
animals. How animals are adapted to
How can we help now?
their environment.
How can we help for the future?

Shape poem
Letter
Information text- leaflet/poster
● Where polar bears live.
● WHere in the world is the
arctic?
● What can we do to help
preserve our planet?

What can I do about it?

THrough art (2d), letter writing,
posters.

